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Abstract
Soft errors due to cosmic radiations are the main reliability threat during lifetime operation of digital systems.

Fast and accurate estimation ofsoft error rate(SER) is essential in obtaining the reliability parametersof a digital
system in order to balance reliability, performance, and cost of the system. Previous techniques for SER estimation
are mainly based on fault injection and random simulations.In this paper, we present an analytical SER modeling
technique for ASIC designs that can significantly reduce SERestimation time while achieving very high accuracy.
This technique can be used for both combinational and sequential circuits. We also present an approach to obtain
uncertainty bounds on estimatederror propagation probability(EPP) values used in our SER modeling framework.
Comparison of this method with the Monte-Carlo fault injection and simulation approach confirms the accuracy and
speed-up of the presented technique for both the computed EPP values and uncertainty bounds.

Based on our SER estimation framework, we also present efficient soft error hardening techniques based on se-
lective gate resizing to maximize soft error suppression for the entire logic-level design while minimizing area and
delay penalties. Experimental results confirm that these techniques are able to significantly reduce soft error rate with
modest area and delay overhead.

1 Introduction

Device scaling inComplementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor(CMOS) technology has made digital circuits ex-
tremely sensitive to soft errors. These errors are radiation-induced transient errors caused by neutrons from cosmic
rays and alpha particles from packaging material [1]. In thepast, soft errors were regarded as a major concern only for
microelectronic devices used in space applications as wellasDynamic Random Access Memory(DRAM) andStatic
Random Access Memory(SRAM) used at the ground-level [2]. Recent studies, however, show that designs manufac-
tured at advanced technology nodes, such as 65 nm and smaller, system-level soft errors are much more frequent than
in the previous generations [3, 4]. Several big electronic companies such as Intel, IBM, Fujitsu, and Texas Instruments
(TI) have dedicated a lot of investments and research study to investigate and mitigate the effect of soft errors on their
products [5, 4]. The vulnerability of VLSI circuits to soft errors exponentially increases as an unwanted side effect of
Moore’s law [6].

When an energetic particle strikes a CMOS transistor, it induces a localized ionization capable to reverse (flip) the
data state of a memory cell, logic gate, latch, orflip-flop causing a soft error [3]. These errors are calledsoft since
the circuit itself is not permanently damaged by the radiation. If the system is reset and rerun, the hardware will
perform correctly. High-energy particles that strike a sensitive region in a semiconductor device deposit a dense track
of electron-hole pairs as they pass through a p-n junction. Some of the deposited charge will recombine to form a
very short duration current pulse at the transistor that wasstruck by the particle. This can flip the value stored in the
memory cell or the logic gate, resulting in a soft error. A charged particle striking an MOS transistor inducing trail of
ionization and current pulse. The smallest charge that results in a soft error is called thecritical charge[7]. Particles
that generate less charge than critical charge are considered harmless. Soft errors are caused by external events such as
particle hits on a transistor’s diffusion area. In the past two decades, researchers have discovered three major radiation
mechanisms that cause soft errors in semiconductor devicesat terrestrial altitudes. These are a) alpha particles, b)
high-energy neutrons, and c) low-energy neutrons interacted with the isotope boron-10 (10B) [8].

Accurate estimation of soft error rate (SER), i.e., the probability of system failure due to soft errors, is a key factor
in the design of cost-effective soft error resilient ASICs.To compute the SER of a circuit, it is required to compute
the probability that the node is functionally sensitized bythe input vectors to propagate the erroneous value from the
error site to outputs (logical masking) [9]. Previous methods on SER estimation are based onfault injection(FI) using
random vector or fault simulation approaches [10, 11, 9, 1, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. However, SER estimation of large
circuits using fault injection becomes intractable since the number of required simulation steps grows exponentially
with the size of the circuit. In contrast to simulation-based methods, our proposedanalyticalmethod estimates SER
values much faster than previous approaches by reusing signal probabilities (SP) and topological traversal of the
design netlist [17, 18].



Signal probability estimation methods have widely been used for power estimation and testability analysis [19].
The accuracy of the analytical SER estimation method is dependent on the accuracy of SP values. Depending on the
size of the circuit and run-time constraints of SP estimation method, the accuracy of SP values can vary. Although it
is possible to measure the accuracy of the analytical methodwith comparison versus exhaustive or simulation-based
methods for small circuits, it is impossible to perform suchanalysis for large (industrial-size) circuits. Exhaustive
method is intractable even for medium-sized blocks (more than a few hundred gates), and the accuracy of simulation-
based approaches are questionable for larger circuits. Therefore, it is extremely important to come up with an approach
to obtain the accuracy of SER values along with the SER values.

This work complements our previous work by obtaining the accuracy (uncertainty bound) of estimated error prop-
agation probabilities [17, 18, 20]. In this paper, we first present an analytical soft error modeling technique for ASIC
designs. The proposed approach accurately computes the contribution of each gate and path to the overall SER. In
contrast to fault injection techniques, the proposed approach is analytical and has minimal dependency on vector sim-
ulations. We also experimentally examine the sensitivity of the accuracy of obtained EPP values to the accuracy of
SP values. This analysis is important because obtaining SP values with more accuracy requires exponentially more
run time. We also present a mixed analytical and fault simulation method to improve the accuracy of estimated SER
values for very deep combinational paths in the circuit.

The next step after SER estimation of an ASIC design is soft error remediation. Both experiments and analytical
models show that the major components used in ASIC designs such as latches, flip-flops, and combinational logic are
now sensitive to cosmic rays at terrestrial levels [3, 4]. Inthis paper, we present efficient gate sizing techniques for
SER reduction of the combinational logic core of ASIC designs in which the contribution of each logic gate to the
system-level SER and its criticality in the overall performance are carefully considered. Fast and efficient soft error
vulnerability minimization algorithms under different constraints, such as area, delay, or both, are also presented.
Having a fast and accurate SER estimation technique along with a cost-effective soft-error remediation technique
would help ASIC designers to deliver a soft-error resilientproduct without compromising other important parameters
such as time-to-market, cost, and performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, previous SER modeling and remediation techniques are
reviewed. In Sec. 3, the analytical approach for SER estimation based on signal probability is presented. Computation
of uncertainty bounds (variances) for the estimated error propagation probability values is discussed in Sec. 4. In
Sec. 5, a soft error remediation technique for combinational logic is presented. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

2.1 Soft Error Modeling and SER Estimation

2.1.1 Single Event Upset Modeling Techniques

In CMOS circuits, radiation-induced errors can corrupt both sequential elements and combinational logic. Those
that directly change the state of flip-flops and memory elements are often calledSingle Event Upset(SEU). Those
errors that create a transient glitch in the combinational logic are calledSingle Event Transient(SET). In the rest of
this paper, we refer to both SETs and SEUs asSingle Event Effects(SEEs). SETs are modeled by injecting a current
pulse at the output of a gate. This pulse has rapid rise time and gradual fall time. The current of injected pulse can
typically be approximated using a double exponential current (shown in equation 1) [21, 22]. In this equation,Q is
the amount of injected charge (positive or negative) that isdeposited as a result of a particle strike.τα represents the
collection time-constant of the junction, andτβ accounts for the ion-track establishment time-constant.τα andτβ are
constants dependent on the CMOS technology process-related factors.

ISET (t) =
Q

τα − τβ

(

e(−t
τα

) − e
(−t

τβ
)
)

(1)

A numerical analysis technique to simulate the SEE effect inlogic circuits is presented in [23]. The transient
voltage response is computed by solving the non-linear Riccati differential equation using the Runge-Kutta method.
The results of the proposed modeling are within 10% of the results observed using SPICE simulations.

A delay soft error modeling is presented in [24]. The delay soft error is a temporary delay in CMOS combinational
circuits due to high energetic particle strike. The effectsof the delay soft error in CMOS combinational circuits have
been investigated in [24]. It has been demonstrated that as technology and operating voltages scale down, delay soft
errors can increase the circuit SER.
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Techniques to compute the raw FIT rates of different elements in combinational and sequential circuits including
domino gates, latches, and static gates are presented in [25, 1]. It is concluded that there are five main factors affecting
the raw FIT rates in CMOS circuits: a) diffusion area, b) capacitance charge, c) operating voltages, d) fabrication
technology, and e) particle flux.

An approach for soft error analysis of combinational logic is presented in [26]. This approach can be applied to
library cell-based designs. In the proposed approach, analytical equations are used to model the propagation of a
transient pulse to the inputs of system bistables. This approach simplifies SPICE equations to expedite simulations.
However, this approach has still a large run-time for medium-size circuits.

There are also several studies [27, 28] that measure flux of neutron and alpha particles at the ground level. These
studies investigate impact of energetic particles on 90nm,65nm, and 45nm technologies and present experimental
data on characteristics of SETs and SEUs on CMOS technology.Discussion and investigation of these techniques is
beyond the scope of this paper.

2.1.2 Gate-Level SER Techniques

A method to statically analyze the susceptibility of arbitrary combinational circuits to single event upsets is pre-
sented in [29, 30]. Accurate models are based on pre-characterization methods. Logical masking is computed using
Binary Decision Diagrams(BDDs) with circuit partitioning. The proposed approach isa static SER analysis method-
ology since it relies on implicit enumeration of the input vector space. The transient pulses are encoded and propagated
at the gate-level using BDDs. It is well known that the worst-case complexity of BDD encoding of logic functions is
exponential to the number of variables [31]. To make fast manipulation of BDDs, a partitioning heuristic is exploited.
Using the partitioning heuristic, this approach runs faster than fault injection techniques. However, the accuracy of
estimated SER values becomes less than that of FI techniques.

A transient error-sensitivity estimation method based on random simulations is presented in [11]. In a circuit under
study, 1% of total possible random vector simulations is performed to compute circuit SER. However, the number of
experiments increases exponentially with the circuit sizeand the number of circuit inputs.

A method to compute the latching-window masking factor (also, called timing vulnerability factor(TVF)) of
sequential elements is presented in [32]. Using SPICE simulations, it is concluded that the TVF varies between
50% down to almost 0%. TVF is computed based on the following parameters: a) the propagation delay though the
combinational logic and the intrinsic delay within the sequential logic, b) the setup time, c) the clock rise and fall
times and the clock jitter, d) the clock skew, and e) the clockcycle width.

A soft error rate analysis methodology for combinational and memory circuits is presented in [15]. An approach to
compute the critical charge for logic and sequential elements is also presented to expedite SPICE simulations. In this
method, however, logical masking factor is computed by random vector simulations which can be time-consuming
for large circuits.

An approach for soft error analysis of combinational and sequential logic is presented in [33]. In the proposed
approach, electrical masking, logical masking and latching-window masking are considered in order to compute the
system SER. The logical masking parameter is computed by random vector simulations.

A general computational framework based on probabilistic transfer matrices (PTMs) to estimate the effects of soft
errors on logic circuits is developed in [34]. Algebraic decision diagrams are used to implement and optimize the
PTMs. Since the size of decision diagrams grows exponentially with the circuit size, this approach is not applicable
for large circuits.

A framework to compute SER of a circuit at the gate-level is presented in [35]. The SER is calculated based on
sum of the FIT rates of the underlying logic gates characterized for different energy levels. The proposed method does
not provide accurate SER for interconnected circuits with reconvergent fanouts. A similar approach is also presented
in [36] which uses fault injection to compute overall SER.

As stated in the introduction section, there are also numerous SER estimation techniques which work based on
fault injection and Monte-Carlo fault simulation [10, 11, 9, 1, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. SER estimation of large circuits
using these techniques is intractable since the number of simulation runs grows exponentially with the size of the
circuit. However, using emulation-based approaches one can significantly reduce simulation time [37].

2.2 Soft Error Remediation Techniques in ASICs

2.2.1 Gate-Level Hardening Techniques

A soft error mitigation technique is presented in [9, 38]. The asymmetric soft error susceptibility of internal nodes
in combinational logic is exploited to increase the reliability of the logic circuit. To achieve a cost-effective tradeoff
between overhead and SER reduction, the gates with highest soft error susceptibility are targeted first. The logic gates
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are protected against SETs by a partial Triple Module Redundancy (TMR) scheme. The experimental results show
that using the partial TMR scheme, the circuit SER can be reduced up to 88% with 50% area overhead.

A similar approach has been presented in [16]. Using the asymmetric soft error susceptibility of internal logic
gates, the most susceptible gates are extracted and hardened using a transistor sizing method presented in [23]. The
proposed algorithm uses a fault simulation-based technique to identify and rank the critical nodes that contribute
significantly to the soft error failure rate of a combinational logic block. Then, these critical gates are sized in order
to be hardened against SETs. The results show that the soft error rate of experimented circuits has been reduced by
90% with average area/power overhead of 18-23%.

A methodology for the synthesis of low-costConcurrent Error Detection(CED) circuitry based on parity prediction
for logic circuits is introduced in [39]. The basic idea is toconstruct a simple Boolean function of a selected subset
of the inputs of the circuit and to disable CED indon’t-careconditions. The proposed method can detect, on average,
68% of soft error occurrence on the circuit. This comes at thecost of 102% area overhead.

A time-redundancy technique is presented in [40], which exploits the inherent temporal redundancy (timing slack)
of logic signals to increase soft error robustness. The vulnerable paths are identified and delay elements are inserted
along these paths. Also, the CMOS flip-flops are structurallymodified so that they can sample and latch signal value
at different time instances within a clock cycle. The slave stage within the flip-flop contains a majority voter to vote
among the different sampled values. Using the proposed approach, SER can be reduced by 70% with 12% area
overhead. There is also an small performance degradation inflip-flops for the sampling process.

A built-in soft error resilience technique for detection and correction of soft errors in latches and flip-flops is
presented in [41, 42]. In the proposed technique, on-chip design for testability and debug resources are reused to
reduce the area overhead redundancy. These resources are generally idle during normal operation of the circuit and
they are only used for product testing and also post-silicondebug activities.Scanoutstructures along with circuit-level
voting elements are used for soft error protection. This approach can reduce the SER of flip-flops and latches by 20
times with less than 5% power overhead and 0.5% area overhead.

A technique for correcting soft errors in combinational logic is presented in [43]. This technique is based on logic
duplication. A circuit-level voting element is used to detect any mismatch at the bistable outputs. Simulation results
show that the combinational logic SER is reduced by more thanan order of magnitude. Using this technique, soft
errors affecting sequential elements are also automatically corrected.

Lastly, a time-redundancy mitigation technique to remediate effect of SETs on combinational logic has been dis-
cussed in [44, 45]. In the proposed technique, circuit bistables are duplicated. In each clock cycle, the duplicated
bistables are used to latch the outputs of the combinationallogic with a delay greater than the width of the largest
possible SET. If contents of the original bistable and the duplicated bistable do not agree, it means that an SET has
been occurred within the combinational logic and been propagated to the circuit bistables.

2.2.2 Circuit-Level Hardening Techniques

The objective of circuit-level hardening techniques is to protect the device against soft errors by reducing the
vulnerability of the CMOS transistor to radiation events. An effective circuit-level hardening technique is transistor
sizing [23]. The sizing factor directly depends on the charge of particles and technology process. A large transistor
can dissipate (sink) the injected charge as quickly as it is deposited, so that the transient does not achieve sufficient
magnitude and duration to propagate to gates in the fanout. However, this technique incurs significant overhead in
terms of area, power and to some extent delay. The effect of transistor sizing on the soft error rate of CMOS logic
gates has been investigated in [23]. The proposed techniquecalculates the minimum transistor size required to make
a CMOS gate immune to SETs.

A gate sizing algorithm that trades off SER reduction and area overhead is presented in [46]. The gate sizing
algorithm is applied to logic gates that are the largest contributors to the circuit SER. To further reduce the logic SER,
an enhanced library of flip-flop variants is used to trade off reduced SET latching susceptibility with larger amounts
of delay overhead. In this approach, the circuit slack information is used to select proper flip-flops from the library.

The effect of threshold voltage (Vt) on the soft error rate of both logic gates and flip-flops has been investigated
in [47]. It is shown that increasing threshold voltage improves the SER of transmission-gate based flip-flops (TGFF).
However, increasing threshold voltage can adversely affect the robustness of combinational logic due to the effect of
higher threshold voltages on the attenuation of transient pulses. It has also been shown that higherVt can improve the
robustness of 6-transistor SRAMs. This technique, however, needs another mask process for the implementation of
two threshold voltages. Also, highVt can slow down the device.

A low power soft error suppression technique to reduce the impact of soft errors in dynamic logic is presented
in [48]. In this approach, a complementary pass transistor (c-pass) logic and an additional weak keeper transistor at
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Figure 1. A typical block diagram of synchronous sequential circuits

the output of gates are used to selectively isolate the logicgates struck by SEEs. It is shown that the magnitude of
a transient on the next stage of the combinational circuit can be substantially minimized when c-pass transistors are
used to shield the two circuit stages. The results show that this technique achieves soft error suppression with no extra
power consumption and modest area (2.6%) and delay (13.6%) overhead.

3 SER Modeling in Combination Logic

A typical synchronous circuit consists of combinational logic and bistables. A bistable is conventionally referred
to as a flip-flop (FF) or a latch. Figure 1 shows the typical representation of a synchronous sequential circuit.Primary
Inputs (PIs)and the outputs of bistables are inputs of the combinationallogic (CL). Also, Primary Outputs(POs)
and the inputs of the bistables are outputs ofCL. In the remainder of this paper, the term “outputs” refers toboth
primary outputs and bistable inputs (POs/FFs). This section presents SER modeling in the combinational logic.

To compute the error rate of a node in a circuit, three probability factors are required to be computed: electrical
masking (also, callednominal FIT or raw FIT, denoted byPSEE(ni)), logical masking (also, calledlogic derating,
denoted byPsensitized(ni)), and latching-window masking (also, calledtiming derating, denoted byPlatched(ni)).
The soft error rate of nodeni can be computed as [38]:

SER(ni) = PSEE(ni) × Psensitized(ni) × Platched(ni) (2)

PSEE(ni) can be easily obtained from layout information of library cells, technology parameters, and particle
energy [11, 9, 25]. Latching-window masking probability isgenerally computed based on the logic derating and
timing derating factors. The logic derating is the probability that an erroneous value at the output of a logic gate is
propagated to a bistable input. The estimation of logic derating probability is included inPsensitized(ni). The timing
derating probability depends on the width of a glitch causedby a particle strike at the output of the gate, the latching
windows of reachable bistables, and the propagation delay from the output of the struck gate to the inputs of reachable
bistables. Here, we only concentrate on computing the logicderating, which is the most time-consuming part of SER
modeling. In the proposed technique to model logic derating, all circuit nodes are considered as potential error sites.
Circuit nodes are referred to as logic gates and bistables.

3.1 The Proposed SER Modeling Technique

In this section we present a framework to accurately estimate SER in gate-level digital circuits and obtain uncer-
tainty bounds. In the proposed approach, the structural paths from theerror sitesto all reachable outputs and bistables
are extracted first. Since SEEs can affect the active area of all transistors, (the outputs of) all logic gates are consid-
ered as potential error sites. Then, these structural pathsare traversed to compute the propagation probability of the
erroneous value to the reachable primary outputs or the reachablebistables(flip-flops or latches). Figure 2 shows an
example of the paths from an erroneous node to primary-outputs/bistables. Anon-pathsignal is defined as a net on a
path from the error site to a reachable output. Also, anon-path gateis the gate with at least one on-path input. Finally,
anoff-pathsignal is a net that is not on-path and is an input of an on-pathgate. These three are shown in Figure 2.

In order to explain the main idea, consider a simple case whenthere is only one path from the error site to an output.
As we traverse this path gate by gate, the probability that the error would propagate from an on-path input of a gate to
its output depends on the type of the gate and theSignal Probability(SP) of other off-path signals. The SP of a linel
indicates the probability ofl having logic value “1” [19]. SP estimation techniques have been presented in [49, 50, 51].
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Figure 3. A simple path between an erroneous gate to a primary output

Since SP calculation is typically done in other steps of design, such as power and heat gradient estimation, we can
reuse the SP values and reduce the overall complexity of the presented method.

As an example, consider a simple path shown in Figure 3. The probability that the erroneous valuea appears at
the output of the gateD (AND Gate) is the product of the probabilities of the output of gate B being 1 and the
output of gateA being erroneous. So, the probability that the erroneous value appears at the output of gateD is
calculated asP (Derroneous|A is erroneous) = 1 × 0.2 = 0.2. In the same manner, the probability of erroneous
value at the output of the gateE (OR Gate) is0.2 × (1 − SPC) = 0.2 × 0.7 = 0.14. Suppose thatPSEE(A)
is the nominal error rate of gateA1. In this case, the system failure due to an SEE hitting the gate A equals to :
P (System failure due to gate A) = 0.14 × PSEE(A)

Now consider the general case in which reconvergent paths might exist. In this case, the propagation probability
from the error site to the output of the reconvergent gate depends not only on the type of the gate and the signal
probabilities of the off-path signals, but also on the polarities of the propagated erroneous values on the on-path
signals. In the presence of errors, the status of each signalcan be expressed with four values:

• 0: no error is propagated to this signal line and the signal has an error-free value of 0.

• 1: no error is propagated to this signal line and it has the logicvalue of 1.

• a: the signal has an erroneous value with the same polarity as the original erroneous value at the error site
(denoted bya).

• ā: the signal has an erroneous value, but the erroneous value has an opposite polarity compared to the erroneous
value at the error site (denoted byā).

Based on this four-value logic, we can define error propagation rules for each logic gate. These probabilities,
denoted byPa(Ui), Pā(Ui), P1(Ui), andP0(Ui), are defined as follows:

• Pa(Ui) andPā(Ui) are defined as the probabilities of the output of nodeUi beinga and ā, respectively. In
other words,Pa(Ui) is the probability that the erroneous value is propagated from the error site toUi with an
even number of inversions, whereasPā(Ui) is the similar propagation probability but with an odd number of
inversions.

• P1(Ui) andP0(Ui) are the probabilities of the output of nodeUi being 1 and 0, respectively. In these cases, the
error is masked and not propagated.

1We assume that the SEE has sufficient energy to reach PO.
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GATE RULE
AND P1(out) =

Q

n

i=1 P1(Xi)
Pa(out) =

Q

n

i=1 [P1(Xi) + Pa(Xi)] − P1(out)
Pā(out) =

Q

n

i=1 [P1(Xi) + Pā(Xi)] − P1(out)
P0(out) = 1 − [P1(out) + Pa(out) + Pā(out)]

OR P0(out) =
Q

n

i=1 P0(Xi)
Pa(out) =

Q

n

i=1 [P0(Xi) + Pa(Xi)] − P0(out)
Pā(out) =

Q

n

i=1 [P0(Xi) + Pā(Xi)] − P0(out)
P1(out) = 1 − [P0(out) + Pa(out) + Pā(out)]

3-State P1(out) = P1(input) × P1(enable)
BUF Pa(out) = [P1(input) + Pa(input)] × [P1(enable) + Pa(enable)] − P1(out)

Pā(out) = [P1(input) + Pā(input)] × [P1(enable) + Pā(enable)] − P1(out)
P0(out) = 1 − [P1(out) + Pa(out) + Pā(out)]

NOT P1(out) = P0(input), P0(out) = P1(input)
Pa(out) = Pā(input), Pā(out) = Pa(input)

Table 1. Computing error propagation probability at the output of a gate in terms of its inputs

off-path signals

On-Path
Signals

SPB=0.2 SPC=0.3

D

B C

H

SEU

E G
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PO
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P1(A)=0
P0(A)=0

Pa(G)=0
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P1(D)=0
P0(D)=0.8
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Pa(E)=1
P1(E)=0
P0(E)=0

Pa(H)=0.042
Pa(H)=0.392
P1(H)=0.398
P0(H)=0.168

Figure 4. An example: error propagation on reconvergent paths

Note that for on-path signals,Pa(Ui)+Pā(Ui)+P1(Ui)+P0(Ui) = 1 and for off-path signals,P1(Ui)+P0(Ui) =
1. As we traverse the on-path gates, we use signal probabilityfor off-path signals and use the error propagation
probability rules for on-path signals. Since the polarities of propagated errors are considered, propagation probabilities
at the output of reconvergent gates are correctly calculated. The propagation computation rules for elementary gates
and commonly used library gates (AND, OR, NOT , and 3-state buffer) are shown in Table 1.

To illustrate how to employ the propagation rules for reconvergent paths, consider the example shown in Figure 4.
Assume that an SEE with sufficient energy hits the gateA. After computingP (E) = 1(ā), P (G) = 0.7(ā) + 0.3(0),
andP (D) = 0.2(a) + 0.8(0) 2, the following steps are performed to compute the error propagation probability of the
erroneous value to the output.

P0(H) = P0(C) × P0(D) × P0(G) = 0.7 × 0.8 × 0.3 = 0.168
Pa(H) = (P0(C) + Pa(C)) × (P0(D) + Pa(D)) × (P0(G) + Pa(G)) − P0(H) =
(0.7) × (0.2 + 0.8) × (0.3) − 0.168 = 0.042
Pā(H) = (P0(C) + Pā(C)) × (P0(D) + Pā(D)) × (P0(G) + Pā(G)) − P0(H) =
(0.7) × (0.8) × (0.7 + 0.3) − 0.168 = 0.392
P1(H) = 1 − (0.168 + 0.042 + 0.392) = 0.398
→ P(H) = 0.042(a) + 0.392(ā) + 0.168(0) + 0.398(1)

In this case, SER due to an SEE hitting the gateA can be computed as (PSEE(A) is the error rate of gateA):
P (erroneous output|SEE at gate A) = [Pa(H) + Pā(H)] × PSEE(A) = (0.042 + 0.392) × PSEE(A) =

0.434× PSEE(A)

2This means:Pa(D) = 0.2, andP0(D) = 0.8
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3.2 Combinational Logic SER Modeling Algorithm

The steps described above in Sec. 3.1 can be formalized by an algorithm. The following algorithm shows the
required steps to compute the overall SER, i.e. it describeshow all paths can be extracted and then traversed from a
given error site to all reachable outputs and how the propagation probability rules are applied.

For every node,ni, do:

1. Path Construction: Extract all on-path signals (and gates) fromni to every reachable primary outputPOj

and/or bistableFFk . This is achieved using the forwardDepth-First Search(DFS) algorithm [52].

2. Ordering: Prioritize signals on these paths based on their distance level using thetopological sortingalgo-
rithm [52]. Topological sort of a directed acyclic graph is an ordered list of the vertices such that if there is an
edge(u, v) in the graph, thenu appears beforev in the list.

3. Propagation Probabilities Computation: Traverse the paths in the topological order and apply propagation rules
to compute the probability for each on-path node based on propagation probability rules (Table 1).

3.2.1 Path Construction Algorithm

Inputs: Netlist (combinational logic core), error site (ni)
Output: Topologically sorted list of reachable nodes fromni

1. Construct the directed graphG(V, E) corresponding to the combinational part of the circuit.

2. Perform the DFS algorithm to find all reachable nodes of thecircuit from the erroneous node,ni. This subset
of nodes is denoted by V1.

3. Construct the graphG(V 1, E1) as defined as follows: E1 is the list of all edges(u, v) of G(V, E), where both
verticesu andv are in V1, i.e.,E1 = {(u, v)|u, v ∈ V 1}

4. Apply the topological sorting algorithm on graphG(V 1, E1). V 1sort is the ordered list of all nodes of this
graph with respect to the topological sorting.V 1sort = {U1, U2, U3, ..., Un}.

3.2.2 Error Propagation Computation

Input: Topologically sorted list of reachable nodes from error site,V 1sort = {U1, U2, U3, ..., Un}
Outputs: Propagation probabilities for reachable outputs

1. Start at nodeU1, assuming that one of its inputs has an erroneous valuea.

2. Traverse all nodesUi ∈ V 1sort from U1 to Un.

3. For every input signal (Xj) of nodeUi, do:

• If Xj ∈ V 1sort, Xj is an on-path signal andP1(Xj), P0(Xj), Pa(Xj), andPā(Xj) have already com-
puted.

• If Xj /∈ V 1sort, Xj is an off-path signal, i.e.,Xj is not reachable from the erroneous nodeni. In this
case,Pa(Xj) = 0, Pā(Xj) = 0, P1(Xj) = SPXj

andP0(Xj) = 1 − SPXj
.

4. ComputeP1(Ui), P0(Ui), Pa(Ui), andPā(Ui) according to Table 1.

V 1sort is traversed and error propagation probabilities are computed in a linear time proportional to the number
of nodes inV 1sort. Note that the construction of the graphG(V, E) is done inO(|V | + |E|). Also, both DFS
and topological sorting algorithms areO(|V | + |E|). So, the path construction and the ordering can be done in
O(|V |+|E|). Also, traversing of the paths and applying the propagationrules can be done inO(|V |+|E|). Therefore,
the overall complexity of this failure probability computation algorithm isO(|V | + |E|).

3.2.3 Overall EPP Estimation and System Failure Probability

After completing the three steps (path construction, ordering, and error propagation computation),Pa(Oj) and
Pā(Oj) are computed for every outputOj reachable fromni. The set of all reachable outputs from nodeni is called
RO(ni). If Oj is a primary output, theError Propagation Probability(EPP) from nodeni to Oj is calculated as
EPPni→Oj

= Pa(Oj)+Pā(Oj). If Oj is a bistable input, thenEPPni→Oj
= [Pa(Oj)+Pā(Oj)]×Platched(ni, j),

8



Figure 5. Examples of output dependency

wherePlatched(ni, j) is the probability that an erroneous value of nodeni reaching the input ofFFj is captured in
FFj .

Using the above steps, the propagation probability of an erroneous value from nodeni to all reachable outputs are
already computed. Sincesystem failure(SF (ni)) due to a bit-flip atni occurs if an erroneous value is propagated to
at least one output, overall EPP for nodeni (EPP (ni)) and system failure probability due to nodeni (SF (ni)) are
calculated as follow:

EPPni
= 1 −

k
∏

j=1

(1 − EPPni→Oj
) (3)

SF (ni) = PSEE(ni) ×



1 −

k
∏

j=1

1 − EPPni→Oj



 (4)

, wherek is the number of outputs belonging to theRO(ni).

3.3 Resolving Output Dependencies

Although the error propagation probabilities (EPPni→Oj
) are precisely computed for each reachable output (the

accuracy is more than 97% for ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits, as shown in the next section), the computed system
failure probability (SF (ni)) may not be accurate for all circuit nodes. This happens whenthere is a dependency
between two or more reachable outputs. Consider an example shown in Figure 5.a. In this example, the exact
propagation probabilities toOj (EPPA→Oj

= Pa(Oj) + Pā(Oj) = 0.25) and Ok (EPPA→Ok
= Pa(Ok) +

Pā(Ok) = 0.25) are calculated. The computed system failure probability using the above equation isSF (A) =
PSEE(A) × (1 − 0.75 × 0.75) = 0.4375 × PSEE(A). However, the actualSF (A) equals to0.25 × PSEE(A). In
this example, an SEE is propagated to both or none of the two outputs. So, there is a dependency betweenOj andOk.
Examples of different types of output dependency are shown in Figure 5.

The output dependencies shown in Figure 5.a and Figure 5.b can be resolved by forwarding the signal probability
of Ok to the other output (Oj). In other words, instead of EPP ofOk, SP ofOk is forwarded to the next stages. A
more complicated output dependency has been shown in Figure5.c. In this example, the output dependency can be
resolved by forwarding the SP of the input of the NOT gate to the other output (Oj). The output dependencies shown
in these three figures have been resolved in our implementation, accordingly.

Note that the exact solution to the provisional probabilitycalculation of the complex output dependencies such as
the example shown in Figure 5.d, requires logic implicationcomputation and is computationally intractable. How-
ever, according to our results, the complex output dependencies have less effect in the computed error propagation
probabilities (EPPni→Oj

).
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# #gates Our Time (sec) Sim. Time (sec) %ave. SP Speedup
circuit m+n gates simul. per gate Total per gate Total Diff Time ISP ESP

s820 23 289 289 0.00013 0.04 19.39 5604 3.9 147.53 38.0 142600
s832 23 287 287 0.00010 0.03 19.43 5578 3.9 149.15 37.4 188720
s838 66 446 446 0.00048 0.23 46.90 20919 3.0 253.31 82.5 97520
s953 45 395 395 0.00035 0.15 28.30 11178 4.3 150.17 74.4 79950
s1196 32 529 529 0.00075 0.41 54.60 28883 3.6 313.01 92.2 72800
s1238 32 508 508 0.00053 0.28 36.97 18784 3.4 207.66 90.3 69510
s1423 91 657 657 0.00223 1.63 53.10 34891 3.9 250.39 138.5 23810
s1488 14 653 653 0.00042 0.28 7.31 4778 4.4 14.83 316.3 17220
s1494 14 647 647 0.00070 0.46 10.89 7045 4.4 22.76 303.7 15480
s5378 214 2779 100 0.00155 4.61 222.9 NA 15.0 1208 510.9 143070
s9234 247 5597 52 0.00936 54.41 817.2 NA 11.3 4659 970.8 87230
s15850 611 9772 136 0.03417 352.24 972.1 NA 12.6 5270 1695.1 28440
s35932 1763 16065 110 0.00702 124.9 1904.1 NA 4.5 9648 3133.9 271240
s38584 1464 19253 77 0.01386 286.61 2317.1 NA 7.1 12833 3405.5 167180
s38417 1664 22179 85 0.01418 292.20 2412.4 NA 6.0 12951 3480 170126

ave. - - - 0.00324 40.00 325 NA 5.4 110.77 549.1 93072

Table 2. Comparison of our systematic approach to random simulation
m+n: Number of FFs plus the number of PIs NA: Not Available because of very long simulation time.

ISP: Including SP computation time in the analytical approach
ESP: Excluding SP computation time from analytical approach

We have further classified the output dependency shown in Figure 5.d to the cases shown in Figure 5.e and Fig-
ure 5.f. In Figure 5.e and Figure 5.f an erroneous value can propagate toOk, Oj , or both of them. In these two figures,
if one assumes that the off-path signals are independent, the computed system failure probability using the proposed
approach would be accurate. As an example, considering the signal probabilities given in Figure 5.eEPPA→Oj

equals to0.8× (1− 0.4) = 0.48 andEPPA→Ok
equals to0.8× 0.3 = 0.24. Therefore, the computed system failure

probability would equal toSF (A) = PSEE(A)× (1− (1− 0.48)× (1− 0.24)) = 0.6048× PSEE(A). However, if
signal probability of off-path signals are correlated and dependent to each other, it will introduce a negligible inaccu-
racy in the computed system failure probability. As will be shown in the experimental results, the computed system
failure probability using the proposed approach is as accurate as those computed by fault-simulations while orders of
magnitude faster than the fault-simulation method.

3.4 Experimental Results

The proposed approach has been implemented and applied to ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits. All experiments have
been performed on the DELL Precision 450c© system equipped with 2 GB main memory. Table 2 shows the results
for the presented analytical approach as well as the random simulation for combinational logic core of ISCAS’89
(sequential) circuits. In the random simulation method, a small fraction of2m+n vectors are needed to compute
system failure probability of a sequential circuit, wherem is the number of bistables andn is the number of primary
inputs (m + n is the total number of inputs of combinational core). For large circuits, such simulations for all internal
gates are intractable. So, in large circuits, random simulations are performed on a fraction of the circuit. Due to this
fact, the speedups reported in Table 2 are smaller than the actual value for larger circuits.

In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed technique, wehave developed a simulation-based fault injection
engine using Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. The simulation-based fault injection engine works based on timing-
accurate at the gate-level. For each logic gate, we have randomly injected an SEE at the output of the logic gate.
Then, we apply several random vectors to the primary inputs in order to measure the probability that the injected SEE
can propagate to the primary outputs. The Monte-Carlo simulation terminates if the accuracy of the estimated system
failure probability falls within a pre-defined confidence interval.

The time required for propagation probability computationusing the analytical approach varies from less than one
second for small circuits to at most 5 minutes for the largestcircuits. For larger circuits, a limited number of gates
of the circuits has been simulated due to extremely long simulation time of the random-simulation method. To show
the efficiency of our approach, the speedups are reported in two ways, a) excluding the SP computation time from the
total run time, b) including the SP computation time in the total computation time. When SP time is excluded, the
speedups are 4-5 orders of magnitude. When included, our approach is still 2-3 orders of magnitude faster than the
random simulation method. One interesting result is that the propagation probability computation time per gate using
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our approach increases almost linearly with the circuit size. That is the reason for the scalability of the presented
approach.

As shown in Table 2, the difference between the results of ourapproach and random simulation is about 5.4%, on
average. There are some circuits in which the difference between the analytical approach and the random-simulation
method is larger. This is mainly due to the fact that the random-simulation method was so time-consuming that makes
it so difficult to simulate a large enough sample of inputs. Inother word, the difference is partly due to the inaccuracy
of random-simulation approach for those circuits. In particular, results presented in next section further verify that the
variance of computed EPPs using the proposed approach is negligible with different variances of SPs.

For the largest circuits shown in Table 2, SER estimation using the MC simulation method takes more than 2000
seconds per logic gate while using the proposed analytical method it takes about 0.01 second per logic gate. This
makes the proposed approach applicable to very large ASIC designs used in industry. Comparing our proposed
approach to previous techniques detailed in Sec. 2, our proposed approach provides very accurate SERs while main-
taining the execution time very low. Those techniques whichare based on fault-injection or Monte-Carlo simulation
can provide accurate results but the corresponding execution time for large circuits is completely intractable as shown
in Table 2. On the other hand, there are some techniques that can provide SERs for larger circuits within a short
amount of time but such techniques do not consider the effectof reconvergent fanouts on the computed SERs [36, 35].

4 Uncertainty Bounds for Estimated EPP Values

The previous section presented an analytical method to obtain EPP values for SER estimation based on SP values.
This section describes a methodology to obtain bounded accuracy (variance) of estimated EPP values based on the
accuracy (variance) of SP values.

Let P (Ii) andV (Ii) be the value anduncertainty bound(variance) of theith input, andP (O) andV (O) be the
value and variance of the output. The following formulas canbe used to compute addition/subtraction and multipli-
cation operations [53, 54].

Add/Sub : P (O) =

n
∑

i=1

P (Ii) =⇒ V (O) =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

V 2(Ii) (5)

Mult : P (O) =

n
∏

i=1

P (Ii) =⇒ V (O) = P (O) ×

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

V 2(Ii)

P 2(Ii)
(6)

Equations (5) and (6) are used to calculate variances in our computation. To compute the variances of ann−input
AND gate, which computesP1(O), P0(O), Pa(O), andPā(O) according to Table 1 and Equations (5) and (6), the
following formulas can be used:

V1(O) = P1(O) ×

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

(
V1(Ii)

P1(Ii)
)2 (7)

Va(O) =

√

√

√

√V 2
1 (O) + [P1(O) + Pa(O)]2 ×

n
∑

i=1

V 2
1 (Ii) + V 2

a (Ii)

[P1(Ii) + Pa(Ii)]2
(8)

Vā(O) =

√

√

√

√V 2
1 (O) + [P1(O) + Pā(O)]2 ×

n
∑

i=1

V 2
1 (Ii) + V 2

ā (Ii)

[P1(Ii) + Pā(Ii)]2
(9)

V0(O) =
√

V 2
1 (O) + V 2

a (O) + V 2
ā (O) (10)

Equation (7) is directly derived from Equation (6) and the first equation of Table 1. Equation (8) can be derived by
combining the second equation of Table 1 with Equation (5) and Equation (6), as follow:

V ariance(
n

∏

i=1

[P1(Xi) + Pa(Xi)]) = [P1(O) + Pa(O)] ×

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

V 2
1 (Ii) + V 2

a (Ii)

[P1(Ii) + Pa(Ii)]2

=⇒ V ariance(

n
∏

i=1

[P1(Xi) + Pa(Xi)])
2 = [P1(O) + Pa(O)]2 ×

n
∑

i=1

V 2
1 (Ii) + V 2

a (Ii)

[P1(Ii) + Pa(Ii)]2
(11)
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On the other hand,V ariance(P1(O)) = V1(O). This along with Equation (11) derives Equation (8). Equation (9)
and Equation (10) can be obtained similarly.

In the above formulas, while Equations (7), (8), and (9) keepthe variances in the same order of size, the last formula
(Equation (10)) causes that the variances get increased after each logic stage. This is because,

For Equation (7) : V1(Ii) << P1(Ii) ⇒ V1(O) / V1(Ii) (12)

For Equation (8) :

n
∑

i=1

V 2
1 (Ii) + V 2

a (Ii)

[P1(Ii) + Pa(Ii)]2
/ 1 ⇒ Va(O) ≈ V1(O) (13)

For Equation (9) :
n

∑

i=1

V 2
1 (Ii) + V 2

ā (Ii)

[P1(Ii) + Pā(Ii)]2
/ 1 ⇒ Vā(O) ≈ V1(O) (14)

For Equation (10) : V0(O) > V1(O) , V0(O) > Va(O) , V0(O) > Vā(O) (15)

In other words,V1(O), Va(O) andVā(O) are less than or at least in the same order of inputs variances(V1(Ii),
V0(Ii), Va(Ii) andVā(Ii)) but V0(O) is bigger than all inputs variances at each stage. To resolvethis problem,
if we computeP0(O) andV0(O) according to Equation (16) and Equation (17), the corresponding variance gets
significantly reduced compared to Equation (10).

P0(O) = 1 −

n
∏

i=1

[P1(Ii) + Pa(Ii) + Pā(Ii)] = 1 −

n
∏

i=1

[1 − P0(Ii)] (16)

The corresponding variance equals to:

V0(O) = (1 − P0(O)) ×

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

[
V0(Ii)

1 − P0(Ii)
]2 (17)

Variance propagation probability rules have been summarized in Table 3.

GATE RULE

AND V1(O) = P1(O) ×
q

P

n

i=1 ( V1(Ii)
P1(Ii)

)2

Va(O) =
q

V 2
1 (O) + [P1(O) + Pa(O)]2 ×

P

n

i=1

V 2

1
(Ii)+V 2

a (Ii)

[P1(Ii)+Pa(Ii)]
2

Vā(O) =
q

V 2
1 (O) + [P1(O) + Pā(O)]2 ×

P

n

i=1

V 2

1
(Ii)+V 2

ā (Ii)

[P1(Ii)+Pā(Ii)]
2

V0(O) = (1 − P0(O)) ×
q

P

n

i=1 [ V0(Ii)
1−P0(Ii)

]2

OR V0(O) = P0(O) ×
q

P

n

i=1 ( V0(Ii)
P0(Ii)

)2

Va(O) =
q

V 2
0 (O) + [P0(O) + Pa(O)]2 ×

P

n

i=1

V 2

0
(Ii)+V 2

a (Ii)

[P0(Ii)+Pa(Ii)]
2

Vā(O) =
q

V 2
0 (O) + [P0(O) + Pā(O)]2 ×

P

n

i=1

V 2

0
(Ii)+V 2

ā (Ii)

[P0(Ii)+Pā(Ii)]
2

V1(O) = (1 − P1(O)) ×
q

P

n

i=1 [ V1(Ii)
1−P1(Ii)

]2

Table 3. Variance propagation probability rules for elementary gates

4.1 Experimental Results

In order to verify and compare the accuracy of the proposed technique, we have developed a simulation-based
fault injection engine using Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation.MC simulation and fault injection allow us to obtain
both EPP values and their variances for the simulation flow, as our reference. The proposed analytical approach was
implemented and applied to ISCAS89 sequential benchmark circuits.

Note that in all experiments, we have excluded the confidencelevel factor from the variance results. So, assuming
confidence level of 99% (90%). all variances should be divided by zα/2 = 2.576 (zα/2 = 1.645). Figure 6 shows
the average variances when propagating errors along the paths from an arbitrary error site to any arbitrary FF/PO for
different variances of signal probabilities (1%, 5%, 10%, and 20%). As discussed in Sec. 3.1, Equation (3) is used to
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Figure 6. Average variance of EPP values along the path
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Figure 7. Average variance of the overall EPP values

compute the EPP of a given node, to account for the effect of error propagation to multiple outputs from a given error
site. The corresponding variances after EPP computation have been reported in Figure 7. These results show that
the variances of the EPP values grow sub-linearly with the variances of SP values. For instance, the variance of EPP
values (both path and overall) increases to 1.38 when the variance of SP values doubles (from 10% to 20%). Note that
the (runtime) complexity of SP estimation is exponentiallyrelated with the required variances.

Also, average (per-gate) EPP values for different types of error sites such as combinational gate outputs or latch
outputs, and different observation points such as primary outputs (PO) or latch inputs, have been depicted in Figure 8.
These cases are gate-to-latch, gate-to-PO, latch-to-latch, latch-to-PO, gate-to-latch/PO, and finally latch-to-latch/PO.
Detailed EPP histograms for two largest ISCAS’89 circuits (s35932 and s38417) have been shown in Figure 9 and
Figure 10, respectively.

Finally, Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the run time of the presented systematic analytical approach (sys) and the
Monte-Carlo simulation (sim) based on different variancesof signal probability values. The results show that the
analytical time including variance calculation time for the ISCAS’89 largest circuits is less than 10 minutes while the
MC simulation time for these circuits is bigger than107 seconds (variances=0.01). As can be seen in these figures,
SP estimation time exponentially grows for smaller variances.
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Figure 10. Detailed EPP results of s38417 for gate-to-latch, gate-to-PO, latch-to-latch, latch-to-PO, gate-to-

latch/PO, and latch-to-latch/PO

4.2 Sensitivity to SP Variance of Individual Gates

Since signal probability estimation with high accuracy (i.e. low uncertainty bound) can be time consuming for large
circuits , it is possible that the signal probabilities for some gates in the circuit are estimated with low accuracy. We
have performed a set of experiments to analyze the impact of this effect on the overall accuracy of EPP estimation. In
this experiment, we have considered 5% uncertainty bounds in the signal probabilities of all gates for some ISCAS’89
benchmark circuits. We have randomly chosen 100 to 1000 gates from these circuits (depending on the size of the
circuit) and increased their signal probability variances. Then, the variance of overall EPP values have been re-
computed. The results are presented in Figure 13. Each data point corresponds to the average variance of overall
EPP due to change in the SP variance of selected gates. These results clearly show that this method has very small
sensitivity to the SP variance of particular gates.

4.3 Effect of Different Implementations on Variance Propagation

We have considered three different implementations of a 16-input AND function to study the implementation
effects on the variance of analytical EPP values. The implementations are 1) a single 16-input AND gate (wide), 2)
cascade chain consisting of 15 2-input AND gates, and 3) a balanced binary tree implementation consisting of 15
2-input AND gates.

We have reported the results for some of primary inputs in Table 4. Each row represents the EPP and its variance
for the output due to error at each particular input. These have been computed using both our presented approach and
the MC-simulation. Due to simplicity of the function, it is also possible to accurately calculate the exact EPP values
(zero variance). It can be seen that the first implementation(wide-input) has the lowest variance (best accuracy)
among the three implementations. Also, the cascade chain has the highest variances due to large combinational depth.
These results show that the presented analytical approach can perform very well for early-stage designs obtained from
high-level synthesis (i.e. before optimization and technology mapping) in which there are several very wide input
gates in the netlist.
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Figure 11. Run time of analytical error-bounded EPP estimation vs. MC fault simulation for small variance

values (0.01, 0.05)
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Figure 12. Run time of analytical error-bounded EPP estimation vs. MC fault simulation for large variance

values (0.10, 0.20)

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Mixed Analytical-Fault-Simulation Approach

It is possible that for very long combinational paths (largest circuits), the maximum path variance becomes greater
than the threshold variance. Based on the formulas presented for uncertainty bound estimation, this situation may oc-
cur when the depth of combinational logic along a path is morethan 20 gates. Although such very deep combinational
logic rarely happens in real designs, we present a mixed analytical andfault simulation(FS) method to selectively
reduce the variance and boost up the accuracy.

In this mixed analytical-FS method, once the variance of theEPP values at the output of a gate exceeds the pre-
defined threshold, we use a special fault simulation method to re-calculate the EPP values (P1, P0, Pa, andPā) by
performing a Monte-Carlo fault simulation only for the logic cone driving that particular gate. The simulation is per-
formed such that the uncertainty bounds (variances) of EPP values fall within the threshold bounds. Note that this may
happen only for very deep gates along the path, and once the uncertainty bounds are re-adjusted, the analytical method
can be used for the remaining gates along the path. Again, this fault simulation is not required to be performed for the
entire circuit; only the logic cone driving that particulargate needs to be fault simulated. So, the time complexity of
this special MC fault simulation is tractable and the effecton the overall run time should not be considerable.
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Figure 13. Sensitivity to SP Variance of Individual Gates
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EPP Variance
Input Simple Cascade Binary MC Exact Simple Cascade Binary MC Exact

In 1 0.000031 0.000031 0.000027 0.000000 0.0000305 0.000001 0.000001 0.000004 0.0033 0
In 2 0.000030 0.000030 0.000027 0.000000 0.0000305 0.000001 0.000001 0.000004 0.0033 0
In 3 0.000031 0.000031 0.000027 0.000000 0.0000305 0.000001 0.000001 0.000004 0.0033 0
In 14 0.000031 0.000015 0.000028 0.000000 0.0000305 0.000001 0.000015 0.000004 0.0033 0
In 15 0.000030 0.000000 0.000028 0.000000 0.0000305 0.000001 0.000030 0.000004 0.0033 0
In 16 0.000031 0.000000 0.000028 0.000000 0.0000305 0.000001 0.000032 0.000004 0.0033 0

Table 4. EPP and variance comparison of three different implementation of a 16-input AND gate

4.4.2 Electrical Masking

As mentioned in Sec. 2, electrical masking is one of the factors that affects the circuit SER. Recently, there has
been some research addressing electrical masking [10, 1, 55, 15]. These methods either use thecapacitance model
or the drain current model, which effectively capture the non-linear property of the CMOS transistors [55]. By
implementing either of these models using SPICE simulations, logic cells can be pre-characterized in the target library
for any arbitrary input SEE (charge values). After the cell pre-characterization phase, a lookup table can be developed
to computeelectrical attenuation factorfor different values of SEE and logic cell properties (e.g. SET pulse width,
SET magnitude, or cell fanout capacitance). To have more accurate results, more entries can be added to the lookup
table. More detailed description on cell characterizationcan be found in [10].

The capacitance model presented in [10] can be incorporatedin our methodology to compute the electrical masking
factor of logic gates. Note that SPICE simulation for primary logic cells is accomplished in a small fraction of a sec-
ond. So, pre-characterization phase is not a time-consuming process and it has to be performed only once (i.e. not in
a per-circuit basis). To incorporate the effect of the electrical masking factor in our methodology, the logical masking
factor needs to be multiplied by the attenuation factor whencomputingPa(Ui) andPā(Ui). Specifically, for each
logic gate output, one extra parameter, the magnitude of thepropagated transient due to the electrical masking effect,
has to be associated with each propagation probability,Pa(Ui) andPā(Ui). Similar to the propagation probability
rules presented in Table 1, the attenuation lookup tables are used to compute the magnitudes of the propagated values
at the output of the gate based on the magnitudes of the transients at the inputs of the gate and the fanout of the gate.

5 Soft Error Remediation in Combinational Logic

The ability of a CMOS logic gate to tolerate SEEs is a functionof the SEE injected charge and the transistor
size ratio [23]. By increasing the size of transistors (transistorupsizing), it is possible to absorb the transient pulse
caused by the injected charge, preventing its propagation to the next logic stage. Therefore, transistor upsizing is a
possible solution to reduce soft error susceptibility of logic gates. Nevertheless, this approach imposes area and delay
penalties [16]. A practical approach is selective gate sizing based on SER reduction requirements as well as cost (area,
delay, and power consumption) budgets. While transistor upsizing reduces the logic SER by absorbing the injected
charge, transistordownsizing(decreasing the transistor size) can also improve the logicSER by reducing the sensitive
region of the transistors [56]. As transistors are scaling down, the sensitive region of transistors becomes smaller
which reduces the magnitude of transient glitches.

It has been demonstrated that the size of a gate driving a nodeand the amount of capacitance at the node determine
the magnitude and duration of the SET transient [23]. A largetransistor can dissipate the charge injected by particle hit
so that the effect cannot be propagated to the gate output. Astransistor aspect ratio (W

L ) increases, the transient pulse
width due to SEE decreases in the same proportion. As the result, the optimal transistor sizing is a linear function of
the injected charge. Based on the energy level of particle and device characteristics, the amount of injected charge
can be calculated. Using this information, the size of the logic gate for completely absorbing transient pulse will be
determined. However, increasing the size of a gate increases its area and power consumption accordingly. Moreover,
the delay of the driving gate (previous stage) will be also increased. Therefore, it is not practical to resize (upsize) all
logic gates in the circuit for SER reduction.

EPP of the gates can be used as a metric to measure the contribution of each gate to the overall soft error rate. A
higher EPP means that a bit-flip at the output of the gate will more likely cause an error at the circuit primary outputs.
The technique presented in [16] exploits the information regarding EPP of the gates in the circuit to use transistor
sizing for gates with highest EPPs. Although this approach can reduce the area overhead associated with gate sizing,
it does not particularly address delay penalties since it does not consider thetiming slackof the gates chosen for
resizing. Note that if a gate in the critical path (i.e. with zero slack) is resized, the overall delay of the circuit will
be also increased. However, if a non-critical gate is resized so that its slack remains non-negative after resizing, the
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Figure 14. EPP distribution in the circuit
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overall circuit delay is not affected. Consequently, for cost-effective SER reduction, timing and layout informationas
well as EPPs have to be considered.

This section presents efficient gate sizing techniques for SER reduction in which the contribution of each logic gate
to the system-level SER and its criticality in the overall performance are carefully considered. Fast and efficient soft
error vulnerability minimization algorithms under different constraints, such as area, delay, or both, are also presented.

5.1 Proposed Soft Error Remediation Technique

Our proposed soft error remediation technique uses the factthat most logic gates of circuits reside on non-critical
paths and only small ratio of logic gates are on critical paths. In particular, our analysis on ISCAS’85 benchmark
circuits shows that 75% of logic gates are non-critical (positive timing slack). This means that resizing of these gates
will not impose any performance penalty as long as the slacksof the resized gates are still non-negative.

Figure 14 shows the distribution of error propagation probabilities of the logic gates for some ISCAS’85 benchmark
circuits. These values are normalized to the number of gatesin each circuit. For instance, on average, 63% of gates in
these circuits have EPP of 0.4 or less. In other words, a smallsubset of gates contributes to the majority of system-level
SER. Figure 15 shows the product of the average EPP and the number of critical and non-critical gates for ISCAS’85
circuits. It can be seen that the share of non-critical gatesin the overall SER is twice more than that for critical gates.
This ratio is even bigger in larger circuits of this benchmark set. This shows an opportunity to hide the delay overhead
associated with SER reduction. For example, one can expect that a slack-aware approach for gate resizing can reduce
the SER to one third (3x reduction) with no performance overhead.

5.2 Timing-Aware SER Reduction

In this approach, both EPP and timing slack of logic gates areconsidered in the resizing selection [57]. Note that
changing the size of one gate affects not only its own timing slack, but also the slack of other logic gates. Figure 16,
as an example, shows the gates whose timing slacks are affected due to resizing one particular gate (changing its input
capacitance and its propagation delay). The slack-aware resizing algorithm is outlined below.

1. Sort the gates based on their EPPs in the descending order.

2. At each step, choose a gate from the top of this list as a candidate for resizing.

3. If the slack of this gate is large enough such that after resizing its slack remains non-negative, this gate is resized.
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Figure 16. Gates affected by slack change in a gate

• The delay of this resized gate along with those gates drivingand being driven by this are recomputed.

• The slacks of all gates in the forward and the backward logic cones originated from the resized gate are
recalculated and updated (Figure 16).

4. Otherwise, discard this candidate gate and examine the next gate in the list (go to step 2).

5. Repeat this process until the list becomes empty.

The above procedure minimizes the SER without introducing any performance penalty. In other words, we only
resize those logic gates that have positive timing slack. Inorder to minimize SER under performance constraints,
extrauser-definedtiming budget can also be considered in the above procedure.This extra budget can be expressed as
a percentage of the original delay of the circuit. To incorporate this, an initial step is required to be added to the above
procedure in which the slack of all gates are adjusted based on the additional delay. The remainder of the algorithm
remains the same. Note that an SETs can occur on non-criticalpaths such that it arrives right on the latching window
of bistables. As an example, let’s consider a non-critical path with delay of 600ps within a circuit whose clock cycle
time is 800ps. If an SET occurs 200ps before rising edge of theprevious clock cycle, it can arrive right within the
latching period of the next clock cycle.

We use the example shown in Figure 17 to show how this procedure is applied. In this figure, G4, G5, G6, G7, and
G9 are in the critical path. We first sort the non-critical gates according to the their EPPs. (Gi(x) means that the EPP
of Gi is equal tox.)
Non-critical gate list= {G3(1), G8(1), G12(1), G11(0.96),
G14(0.76), G2(0.53), G10(0.51), G13(0.37), G1(0.36)}.

As indicated in [58, 23], the amount of charge collected due to neutrons can vary from 10fC to 150fC (or 0.15pC).
Here let’s assume that the particle energy is 0.15pC. The resizing process is done in such a way that it immunes the
gates against SEEs with this energy. To do so, we need to resize the transistors toWL = 4, i.e. 4x sizing [23]. We start
from the gates with the highest EPP. G3 has a considerable slack of 29.5 ps. After resizing this gate, we recompute the
slacks of the forward and backward logic cones of this gate. The next candidate in the non-critical list is G8 and its
slack is 18 ps. Although this gate is not on the critical path,once it is resized, the critical path delay will be affected.
This is because if G8 is resized, the load capacitance of G6, which is on the critical path, will be affected. So, we
discard this gate.3 We can successfully resize the next candidates (G12, G11, G14, G10, G2, G13, and G1) using the
available slack budget. In this example, we assumed that theprimary inputs provide the required current to the next
gate levels. If we buffer the primary inputs (using a BUF gate), we will no longer be able to resize the last three gates
of the non-critical list (G10, G13, and G1). In this example,the SER of this circuit is reduced by almost 60% while
the circuit performance has not been affected.

5.3 General Optimization Algorithms for SER Reduction

The problem of maximizing SER reduction with minimum area and delay overhead, as an optimization problem,
is addressed here. The heuristic algorithm presented in Sec. 5.2 tries to maximize SER reduction with bounded delay
overhead. Due to the heuristic nature of the presented algorithm, achieving the “maximum” SER reduction is not
always guaranteed. Here, we look at other variations of thisproblem and investigate possible heuristic solutions.

3This gate could be resized if 5% extra delay overhead were considered.
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Figure 17. A sample logic circuit used for our proposed hardening technique

5.3.1 Maximizing SER Reduction Under Area Constraints

In order to maximize SER reduction with minimum area overhead, both EPP (as a metric for thebenefitin SER
reduction) and the area (as a metric for cost) of each gate must be taken into account. This optimization problem can
be converted into the classicalknapsackproblem [52]. In knapsack problem, there aren items, each itemi has value
vi and weightwi. The objective is to select a subset of these items such that the sum of weights of selected items is
not greater thanW (the size of knapsack) while the sum of their values is maximized.

This optimization problem is proven to be NP-hard [52]. However, a heuristic solution to this problem is to sort
items based onvi

wi
(value per unit weight) in the descending order. Then, the items will be chosen from this list as

long as the sum of weights of selected items does not exceedW . The time complexity of this heuristic isO(n log n)
since the sorting part isO(n log n) and the selection part isO(n).

The same heuristic can be used for this SER reduction problemby sorting the logic gates based onEPPi

∆areai
in the

descending order, whereEPPi and∆areai are the EPP and area increase (due to sizing) of gategi, respectively.
Given a user-specified area budgetA, gates in this list are resized until the area increase exceeds the area budget
(
∑

∆areai > A). Similar approach can be used for power-constrained SER minimization in which power increase
is used instead of area increase.

5.3.2 Maximizing SER Reduction Under Delay Constraints

This problem is basically the original problem addressed inSec. 5.2. Note that unlike the previous problem
(Sec. 5.3.1), this optimization problem cannot be directlyconverted to the knapsack problem. This is because re-
sizing one gate (changing its delay) affects the timing of other gates, as well. This is why our presented solution in
Sec. 5.2 is not the same as the straightforward heuristic forthe knapsack problem.

5.3.3 Maximizing SER Reduction Under Area and Delay Constraints

Given user-specified area and delay budgets, the objective here is to maximize SER reduction such that delay and
area overhead does not exceed the specified budget. Since this problem is a combination of the two previous problems,
we can use a heuristic based on the algorithms presented in Sec. 5.2 and Sec. 5.3.1. Specifically, we sort logic gates
based onEPPi

∆areai
in the descending order. While choosing each gate from the top of this list for resizing, we consider

the timing slack of the circuit after resizing that particular gate, and compare it with the timing budget. If resizing
this gate results in violation of the timing budget, this gate is discarded (not resized) and the next gate in the list is
considered.

5.4 Experimental Results

These heuristic slack-aware resizing algorithms have beenimplemented and applied to ISCAS’89 sequential cir-
cuits which have larger combinational logic cores comparedto pure combinational ISCAS’85 circuits. Figure 18,
Figure 19, and Figure 20 show the SER reduction achieved by delay-constrained, area-constrained, and area/delay
constrained resizing techniques, respectively. Different values of delay and area budget have been considered as the
user-defined constraints. The gates chosen for sizing are resized four times (4x) their original sizes to completely
block the propagation of the injected charge. As can be seen in these figures, the SER of these circuits can be greatly
reduced with modest area and/or delay penalties. In particular, the results show that the overall SER can be reduced,
on average, by more than 6x (84%) without any performance penalty (shown in Figure 18). Also, this figure shows
that the circuits SER can be reduced by more than 10x with only10% delay overhead.
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Figure 18. Soft error vulnerability reduction using slack-aware resizing technique with bounded delay overhead
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Figure 19. Soft error vulnerability reduction using slack-aware resizing technique with bounded area overhead

6 Conclusions

Soft errors due to cosmic radiations are the main reliability threat of digital systems. In particular, vulnerability of
ASICs grows in direct proportion to the Moore’s law. Therefore accurate estimation of SERs and efficient remediation
methods are critical for achieving reliable computing in successive technology nodes.

When estimating the soft error rates, it is very critical to examine the accuracy of the obtained values. In this
work, we have presented an approach to analytically estimate the error propagation probabilities (EPPs) (used in SER
estimation) along with their uncertainty bounds (variances) for a logic network. The experimental results show that
the maximum variances along the deepest combinational paths in the benchmark circuit is quite small (0.04 for the
signal probability values estimated with the variance of 0.05). Moreover, the sensitivity of the computed SERs using
proposed approach to the accuracy of SP values is substantially sub-linear (0.38x). This means that by spending
exponentially less time in obtaining less accurate SP values, the overall accuracy of estimated SER values will not be
proportionally compromised. We have also presented a mixedanalytical and fault simulation method to boost up the
accuracy of the EPP estimation method for very deep combinational paths.

Moreover, a gate-level SER remediation technique with bounded area and delay penalties has been presented. We
have developed gate resizing algorithms for the entire circuit in which the error propagation probability, area overhead,
and timing slack of each gate are carefully considered. Different versions of the SER minimization problem under
different area and delay constraints have been addressed. Our results show that more than 6x reduction in the overall
SER can be achieved without any performance penalty.
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